Real-life, relevant, international contexts combine with striking images
to engage students, while the carefully graded activities give them the
opportunities and support they need to express themselves with confidence.

■ A systematic vocabulary building strand
encourages students to use new words
and phrases in real-life contexts
➜ see pages 36–37
■ Grammar sections focus on authentic,
useful language and high-frequency
expressions, and are topic and context
driven
➜ see pages 18–19
■ The Functional Language pages allow
students to practice the target language in
everyday situations
➜ see page 34

■
■
■

10 topic-based units
Interactive grammar reference
Communication Bank and Word Bank

Workbook (with Student’s Audio)
■
■
■

Thorough practice of unit grammar and vocabulary
Skills development pages in every unit
Regular progress tests

Teacher’s Book
■
■
■

Complete teaching notes, keys and transcripts
Alternative and extra activities
Ideas for mixed-ability teaching

Class Audio CDs
■

Lively recordings with a wide variety of voices and accents

American Big Picture Learning Platform
■

■

■

■

■

A dedicated, regularly updated site with a wealth of
support for teachers and practice for students
Trackable grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and
functional language review and extension activities allow
teachers to monitor their students’ progress
Videos, blogs, games and message boards encourage
students to visit regularly
Downloadable worksheets offer fun, ready-to-use
classroom activities
Lesson planner enables the teacher to blend online and
course book activities to suit their teaching needs

■

Allows teachers to build their own unit, term and
end-of-year tests and exams

American Big Picture Digital Book
A complete digital version of the course for use on any
interactive whiteboard with one-click access to audio,
keys, teaching notes and extra activities
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■ The final Writing or Speaking Task in
each unit requires students to apply the
language they have learned in a practical,
fun context
➜ see pages 23 and 35

Student’s Book
american BIG PI CTURE C1

■ Thought-provoking images and texts work
together in every lesson to introduce the
topics and stimulate discussion
➜ see page 14

Ben Goldstein Ceri Jones Daniel Barber

American Big Picture is a highly visual, easy-to-use, six-level course for adult
and young adult learners of English, offering 90 to 120 hours of core classroom
material, complemented by a wealth of digital and print resources.
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